The Municipality of Anchorage has union agreements that require us to call the appropriate hiring hall whenever we have a regular (year-round) opening involving craft or labor work. If you would like to be considered, please contact the union listed below which best represents your skills.

The appropriate hiring hall is also called to try to fill temporary positions and they have 48 or 72 hours to dispatch candidates. After the 48 or 72 hour period, if we do not hire someone, we then advertise the job to the public. Monitor the Municipality of Anchorage website at www.muni.org for these openings.

**INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS - LOCAL 1547**

3333 Denali 272-6571

Electrical inspectors and electricians, as well as other craft employees at Municipal Light & Power (ML&P) such as auto and truck equipment, mechanics, and servicemen. Office workers such as clerical, customer service representatives, and cashiers are included.

**INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS - LOCAL 302**

900 West Northern Lights 561-5288

Light, medium, and heavy equipment operators for Street Maintenance and Solid Waste Services including those who transfer garbage from the in-town collection point to the landfill and landfill equipment operators.

**PLUMBERS & PIPEFITTERS - LOCAL 367**

610 West 54th Avenue 562-2810

Plumbers and plumbing inspectors, as well as all craft employees at the Water & Wastewater Utility (AWWU) including utility men, treatment plant operators, water/sewer line installers, instrument technicians, and electricians.

**TEAMSTERS - LOCAL 959**

520 East 34th Avenue 565-8202

People Mover bus drivers and garbage collectors (“swampers”).

**ALASKA PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYEES - LOCAL 71**

2510 Arctic 276-7211

Parks caretakers and gardeners.